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We report superconducting fluxonium qubits with coherence times largely limited by energy
relaxation and reproducibly satisfying T2 > 100 µs (T2 > 300 µs in one device). Moreover, given
the state of the art values of the surface loss tangent and the 1/f flux noise amplitude, coherence
can be further improved beyond 1 ms. Our results violate a common viewpoint that the number
of Josephson junctions in a superconducting circuit – over 102 here – must be minimized for best
qubit coherence. We outline how the unique to fluxonium combination of long coherence time and
large anharmonicity can benefit both gate-based and adiabatic quantum computing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum superconducting circuits based on Joseph-
son tunnel junctions have become a leading platform in
the pursuit of quantum computing [1]. These artificial
“atoms” can be printed on a chip in large numbers, wired
together for strong interactions, and precisely manipu-
lated and read by RF electronics [2]. The Josephson tun-
nel junction provides the necessary non-dissipative non-
linearity required to turn linear electrical circuits into
quantum bits (qubits) and strong circuit-circuit coupling
into fast logical operations. The weak point of this plat-
form is the relatively short coherence time of physical
qubits, as compared to conventional atomic systems [3].
It introduces errors during the gate operations [4] and
constrains the number of qubits that can coherently tun-
nel in a quantum annealer [5]. With the growing interest
in complex superconducting quantum processors [6–10],
improving coherence of physical qubits without sacrific-
ing their controllability remains a central problem.
Material imperfections, in the form of the dielectric
loss and the 1/f flux noise, are the major obstacles for
extending coherence of superconducitng qubits. The for-
mer effect is due to microscopic two-level charge defects
residing in the interface oxide layers of a typical thin film
device [11]. As a consequence, each circuit capacitance
acquires a non-zero loss tangent which induces the en-
ergy relaxation of the qubit. The latter effect is due to
the unpaired electrons trapped in the same oxide lay-
ers and acting as the spin-1/2 impurities. Their low-
temperature dynamics generates a noisy magnetic flux
through any superconducting loop with a 1/f type spec-
tral density [12]. Hence, flux-tuning of qubits generally
comes at the expense of reduced coherence time. In the
case of conventional flux qubits, coherence time rapidly
drops to a few nanoseconds upon detuning from the half-
integer flux bias [13, 14]. Furthermore, recent studies
suggest that flux noise can induce a rapid energy relax-
ation of flux qubits, presumably through the absorption
of GHz-frequency photons by the spin defects [15, 16].
Upgrading circuit materials proved a challenging
task [17, 18]. Alternatively, coherence can be improved
by designing noise-insensitive circuits. The successful
tricks so far all sacrificed the qubit anharmonicity. For
example, the transmon qubit is derived from a Cooper
pair box by shunting the junction with a large external
capacitance [19]. The qubit sensitivity to the 1/f charge
noise dropped exponentially, but the spectrum of the cir-
cuit also evolved from that of a nearly perfect two-level
system to that of an oscillator with about 5% anhar-
monicity. Capacitive shunting of a flux qubit helped to
reduce its unnecessarily large flux sensitivity, but with a
similar reduction of anharmonicity [20]. The low anhar-
monicity can present novel challenges for scaling. One
generic problem is that the non-linearity enables logic,
and hence reducing it too much will inevitably slow down
the gates. For example, the dispersive shift in circuit
quantum electrodynamics (cQED) drops with the qubit-
oscillator detuning ∆ much faster for a transmon (1/∆2)
than for the charge qubit (1/∆) [19]. Another problem
is that exciting multiple qubits creates nearly resonant
conditions for state leakage outside of the computational
subspace, a serious error which is difficult to correct al-
gorithmically.
Topological states of matter can in principle provide a
foundation for the ultimate protected qubit with a practi-
cally infinite coherence time [21]. Unfortunately, even for
the simplest topological protection scenarios, outlined for
the “0− pi”-type qubits, theory places challenging, if not
conflicting, requirements on circuit parameters [22, 23].
In addition, the existence of protected gate operations
with such devices remains unclear [24]. A more practical
quantum memory can be achieved by storing a qubit us-
ing non-classical states of radiation in high quality factor
linear resonators. This is motivated by the availability
of superconducting cavities with a photon loss rate well
into the ms regime and no appreciable dephasing mech-
anisms [25]. Non-tunable transmons are used solely as
microwave-activated switches for performing gate opera-
tions [26]. However, oscillator-based encoding is tailored
for specific experiments and cannot be straightforwardly
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FIG. 1. (a) The three-element circuit model of fluxonium. (b) Implementation of the large-value inductance L using a linear
chain of properly chosen Josephson junctions. (c) The particle-in-a-box potential profile, the spectrum, and the eigenstates
at an integer flux through the loop. The 0 − 1 qubit transition is qualitatively similar to a transmon. (d) Same as (c) at a
half-integer flux bias. The tunnel split qubit states are separated from the non-computational states by a gap associated with
exciting the plasma-like oscillations of the phase φ.
applied to advance other directions in superconducting
or hybrid quantum computing. Therefore there is still a
large demand for a versatile high-performance supercon-
ducting qubit.
In this work we describe fluxonium superconducting
qubits [27] designed to evade both the surface loss and
the noise induced decoherence, without sacrificing the
anharmonicity, the flux-tuning range, or the controllable
interactions. The present design [28] features a capaci-
tive antenna directly connected to the weak junction for
compatibility with the widely used transmon-type qubits.
We observed T2 > 100 µs at the half-integer flux bias in
7 out of 8 devices with varying circuit parameters. One
device had T2 > 200 µs, another device had T2 > 300 µs,
while the single outlier device had T2 ≈ 80−90 µs. These
numbers were reproducible after thermal cycles. Ana-
lyzing the data from multiple devices, we conclude that
coherence is still largely limited by the surface loss in
the antenna because of a suboptimal aluminum-on-silicon
fabrication procedure.
A. Fluxonium
A fluxonium circuit consists of a Josephson junction
with energy EJ shunted by a capacitance C and an
inductance L. The two linear elements introduce the
charging energy EC = e
2/2C and the inductive energy
EL = (~/2e)2/L. The parameters must satisfy EL  EJ
and 1 . EJ/EC . 10, which distinguish fluxonium from
other inductively-shunted junction devices. These condi-
tions place a challenging requirement on the value of EL,
which translates to an extremely large inductance per
unit length of about 104µ0, where µ0 is the vacuum per-
meability. To meet this requirement, the inductance L
is constructed from the kinetic inductance of a tightly
packed chain of N ≈ 102 moderate-area (≈ 1 µm2)
Josephson tunnel junctions. One can interpret fluxonium
as a transmon where the weak junction is galvanically
short-circuited at low frequencies and hence there is no
sensitivity to offset-charges even with EJ/EC ∼ 1. Con-
sequently, there is no need for a large shunting capaci-
tance and hence circuit anharmonicity can be large. One
can also view fluxonium as a generalized N -junction flux
qubit, where the first and second order coupling to flux
noise is suppressed as 1/N and 1/N2, respectively, with-
out significantly reducing the frequency-tuning range.
The circuit Hamiltonian is [29]
H = 4ECn
2 +
1
2
ELφ
2 − EJ cos(φ− φext), (1)
where φ is the phase twist across the inductance and
2e × n is the displacement charge at the capacitance.
The two operators obey [φ, n] = i. The quantity φext is
the reduced magnetic flux biasing the loop formed by the
weak junction and the shunting inductance. At φext = 0,
the low-energy spectrum corresponds to plasma-like os-
cillations in the central Josephson well with frequencies
3and transition dipoles similar to that of a transmon. In a
previous experiment, we showed that at φext ∼ pi/2, the
0 − 1 transition dipole can be exponentially suppressed
when EJ/EC & 10, which leads to metastable states with
relatively high coherence times (a few microseconds) lim-
ited by the first-order coupling to flux noise [28].
Here we operate the qubit near φext = pi (the so-called
“sweet spot”), where the first order sensitivity to flux
vanishes by symmetry. Now the 0 and the 1 states corre-
spond to the tunnel splitting of the two-fold degenerate
classical ground state, and the qubit frequency is much
lower than that at φext = 0. The non-computational
states are separated by a plasmon gap and they form
an anharmonic spectrum with a rich selection rule struc-
ture. By slowing down qubits about tenfold, to frequen-
cies near 500 MHz, energy relaxation is expected to nat-
urally slow down as well without the need for improving
the materials. Yet, fast logical gates can be constructed
with such slowed down qubits, e.g. by driving the higher-
frequency transitions to non-computational states [30].
The role of such transitions in creating strong interac-
tions can be illustrated by the fact that a 0.5 GHz flux-
onium can dispersively shift a 5− 10 GHz readout mode
by an amount comparable to conventional qubits despite
the extreme frequency detuning [28, 31, 32].
Fluxoniums reported in this work spectacularly break
the old unwritten rule of circuit design: for best coher-
ence, the number of Josephson junctions in a physical
qubit must be minimized. On the one hand, this rule was
motivated by the belief that the Al/AlOx/Al Josephson
tunnel junction is likely the faultiest part of a qubit cir-
cuit and hence the probability for a fatal failure might
quickly grow with the number of junctions. On the other
hand, this rule severely limits the design options for cre-
ating novel quantum hardware. For example, the mini-
mal number N = 3 was deliberately chosen in creating
the three-junction flux qubit [33], which resulted in an
impractically high sensitivity to the external flux [13, 14].
Unfortunately, the lack of high coherence seen in previous
experiments on fluxoniums [31, 34, 35] and other multi-
junction qubits [36–38] further contributed to discourag-
ing the explorations of complex circuits, even though the
possibly mundane origin of decoherence in those experi-
ments was hidden by the low number of tested devices.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II we de-
scribe the measurements of 8 fluxonium devices. In sec-
tion III we discuss our results, summarized in the Table
1, in the context of the known decoherence mechanisms.
In section IV we offer a perspective on utilizing high-
coherence fluxoniums in quantum computing. Section V
summarizes the work.
II. EXPERIMENT
Experimental details on fluxonium devices used in this
work can be found in Ref [28]. Similarly to the original
fluxonium design [27], here we attach an external capac-
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FIG. 2. Two-tone spectroscopy transmission signal (arbi-
trary units) as a function of spectroscopy frequency and flux
through the loop for device A. Lines indicate a fit to the
spectrum of the Hamiltonian (1). The extra resonance line
crossing (not anticrossing) the 0 − 1 qubit transition is a red
sideband of the 0− 4 transition and the readout at 7.5 GHz.
itance in the form of a simple dipolar antenna directly to
the small junction. The capacitance in Fig. 1a is mainly
due to this antenna. The double-loop C-device is exactly
the same used in Ref [28] except it was measured at the
simultaneous sweet spot (the so-called double sweet spot)
of both loops, which were fabricated to have commensu-
rate areas. In all other devices the split-junction was re-
placed by a single one for simplicity. The qubits were ca-
pacitively coupled to a 3D copper box readout mode with
a frequency of 7.5 GHz and a linewidth κ/2pi ≈ 15 MHz.
The state of the qubit was monitored in a basic two-
port cavity transmission measurement. For consistency,
all devices were measured at a small external magnetic
field. The precise effect of this field remains inconclusive
at this stage.
Devices were fabricated in a single step using the four
decade old Dolan bridge technique [39, 40]. This method
is extremely robust for a typical junction area of about
1 µm2. It also yields the smallest possible stray capac-
itance in a planar geometry and up to 30, 000 − 40, 000
junction long chains can be fabricated without a single
fault. An image of a section of a typical fluxonium chain
is shown in Fig. 1b. The advantage of our chain de-
sign is that it does not require precision tuning of the
resist mask. In fact the C-device was fabricated using
low-voltage 20 keV electron beam lithography. For the
substrate, we used high-resistivity silicon covered by the
native oxide. No substrate surface treatment was ap-
4plied apart from the low-power oxygen plasma ashing of
the resist residues prior to the aluminum film deposition.
The oxidation process yields conveniently high plasma
frequencies in the vicinity of 20 GHz.
The measured spectrum of the A-device together with
the fitted theory lines is shown in Fig. 2. The data was
obtained by the conventional two-tone dispersive spec-
troscopy. Theory is a result of numerical diagonalization
of the Hamiltonian (1) with the fit parameters being EJ ,
EC , EL, and the flux to coil current conversion. Note
that in addition to fitting the two lowest frequency tran-
sitions, the theory precisely matches the red sideband of
the readout mode with the 0 − 4 transition. This indi-
cates that there are no stray chain modes at frequencies
below 10 GHz and the Hamiltonian (1) is an accurate
model of our complex device. At φext = 0 the qubit
transition corresponds to anharmonic oscillations in the
central Josephson well. The nature of this transition,
along with its frequency at about 4.5 GHz and the value
of the transition dipole 〈0|φ|1〉 is similar to that of a
typical transmon qubit. The difference here is that the
Josephson well is slightly deformed by the shunting in-
ductance (Fig. 1c) and the anharmonicity, approximately
given by EC ≈ 0.8 GHz, is considerably enhanced owing
to the reduced value of the shunting capacitance.
As the flux is tuned towards the sweet-spot at φext =
pi, the qubit transition monotonically drops to about
800 MHz. Already with a naked eye it is evident that
the sensitivity of the 0 − 1 transition to flux does not
exceed about 20 GHz per flux quantum, while the fre-
quency is tuned by over two octaves. Due to the thermal
occupation of the 1-state one can see the transition 1− 2
in the small vicinity of φext = pi. The transition 0 − 2
is parity-forbidden exactly at φext = pi, which is cor-
rectly reflected by the continuous reduction of its power-
broadened linewidth (in a fixed power experiment) upon
tuning the flux towards the sweet spot. The large anhar-
monicity of the qubit at the sweet spot can be character-
ized by the ratio ω12/ω01 ≈ 3− 10 for our typical circuit
parameters. Finally, we note that no two-level defects
were spotted in the spectrum with anticrossings larger
than a few MHz.
The frequency dependence of energy relaxation time
T1, covering several frequency octaves, was measured by
flux-tuning the 0 − 1 transition between φext = 0 and
φext = pi. The T1 values were obtained by a standard
time-domain experiment recording the evolution of the
cavity transmission following a pi-pulse to a qubit. The
majority of relaxation signals fit well to a exponential
function and the characteristic decay time is quoted as
T1. We did observe infrequent instances of a double-
exponential decay; such data was discarded as being
caused by a temporary instability in the system.
To extract the noise spectral density, we normalized
the measured relaxation lifetimes by the square of the
matrix element and plotted the quantity T1×|〈0|φ|1〉|2 as
a function of the qubit frequency f01 (Fig. 3). According
to the Fermi’s golden rule, this quantity is proportional
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FIG. 3. (top) Normalized energy relaxation time as a func-
tion of qubit transition frequency measured by tuning flux
in devices A, B, G, H. (bottom) Same quantity, including
repeated in time measurements, plotted for all devices bi-
ased at their half-integer flux sweet-spots. In both graphs,
dashed lines represent a dielectric loss theory (see text) with
tan δC = (2.0− 3.6) × 10−6 at the frequency of 6 GHz.
to the spectral density Sφ(ω) of the noise coupled to the
phase variable φ at the qubit frequency ω [41]. At higher
frequencies, the data, with some fluctuations, follows a
simple dielectric loss model Sφ(ω) = ~Cω2 tan δC , as-
suming an effective frequency-independent loss tangent
tan δC of the capacitance C. At lower frequencies it
is necessary to take into account the stimulated emis-
sion due to the thermal occupation of the environmental
modes. It is safe to assume that the temperature is at
least 20 mK, the approximate base temperature of our
setup. This produces a notably lower prediction for the
values of T1 than what was measured at low frequencies.
In order to fix the discrepancy, we have to assume that
the dielectric loss improves slightly towards lower fre-
quencies through a phenomenological frequency depen-
dence of the effective loss tangent, tan δ ∼ ω,  > 0.
Assuming T > 20 mK we need  & 0.15 to get a good
agreement with the data, and a higher qubit temperature
would require a larger value of . This simple model is in
agreement with the energy relaxation times of all devices
measured at the sweet spot (Fig. 3, bottom).
The dephasing measurement was performed using a
standard single pi-pulse echo sequence [13] in order
to eliminate the uninformative low-frequency (minutes-
scale) drifts in the setup. This protocol choice was also
dictated by the relatively low readout efficiency in this
particular setup, which required minutes of averaging
time. The measured decoherence times T2 as a function
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FIG. 4. (a) Coherence time T2 (markers) and the qubit frequency (dashed line) as a function of flux. Solid line indicates
a prediction for the first-order coupling to a 1/f flux noise. (b) Gaussian echo signal far away from the sweet spot. (c)
Exponential echo signal at the sweet spot. (d) interleaved measurement of temporal fluctuations of T1 (blue markers) and T2
(green markers) over a time interval of approximately 12 hours.
of flux for the A-device are shown in Fig. 4. Away from
the sweet spot, where the qubit transition is maximally
sensitive to flux, we typically measure T2 ≈ 3 − 6 µs 
T1 and the echo signal has a distinct Gaussian shape.
This confirms that decoherece is due to pure dephasing.
Upon tuning the flux towards the sweet spot, we ob-
serve a monotonic rise in the coherence time to about
T2 ≈ 100 µs & T1. Here the echo signal is exponential,
which is consistent with relaxation-dominated decoher-
ence. The flux-dependence of T2 agrees with the predic-
tion due to the first-order coupling to the 1/f flux noise
with amplitude 2× 10−6(h/2e)/√Hz at 1 Hz.
To understand the robustness of the measured T2 val-
ues at the sweet spot, we have performed repeated inter-
leaved measurements of the times T2 and T1. The results
for the representative devices A, C, and D are shown in
Fig. 4d. Both the values of T1 and T2 fluctuate, but
the fluctuations typically do not exceed a factor of two
over about a half-day time interval. In some attempts
we have observed T2 ≈ 2T1, but a typical situation is
T1 < T2 < 2T1. We believe that the difference between
2T1 and T2 may be caused by the combination of im-
perfect tuning of the echo pulses, the possible flux drifts
(beyond the 1/f noise), and long averaging times. How-
ever, fluctuations in the pure dephasing time, formally
defined as 1/(1/T2−1/2T1) could not be fully excluded at
this stage. A setup involving a quantum-limited amplifier
would clarify the details of the temporal fluctuations of
coherence in future experiments. However, it is clear that
the coherence is already largely limited by the energy re-
laxation, and hence the immediate next goal should be
to further improve T1. The longest reliably measured
values of T2 together with the accompanying value of T1
are quoted for all devices in the Table 1. The D-device
showed the lowest T2 because of the noticeably lower T1
value compared to the other devices. Interestingly, the
longest coherence time (T2 > 300 µs) was observed in
the double loop C-device, where both loops needed to
be simultaneously biased at the half-integer flux with a
global magnetic field.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The summary of measured coherence times along with
the extracted device parameters is given in Table 1. Us-
ing this information we can place important bounds on
various decoherence mechanisms, which are summarized
in the table as well and discussed in this section.
Flux noise. Dephasing times measured away from
the sweet spot as a function of flux (Fig. 4a,b) agree
with a 1/f flux noise model with the amplitude ≈
2 × 10−6(h/2e)/Hz1/2 at 1 Hz. Similar noise level was
measured in flux qubits [14]. However, here the off-
sweet-spot coherence times are 2-3 orders of magnitude
longer (a few microseconds), due to the large number of
junctions N and hence the proportionally reduced first-
order flux sensitivity, whose maximal value is given by
2piEL×2e/h ∝ 1/N [31]. Having measured both the tran-
sition frequency vs. flux and the flux noise amplitude, we
can estimate the limit on coherence time at the sweet-
spot due to the second order coupling. Its value can be
approximated by (2pi)4E2L/f01×(2e/h)2 [31], which gives
a range of coherence times 10 − 100 ms for the typical
devices presented here. Such long times are possible en-
tirely due to the 1/N2 scaling of the second-order flux
sensitivity.
Interestingly, the data shows no signatures of flux noise
6Qubit EJ EC EL N T1 T2 ω01/2pi ω12/ω01 χ01/2pi tan δC tan δAlOx x tan δL
GHz GHz GHz - µs µs GHz - MHz ×10−6 ×10−4 ×10−8 ×10−8
A 3 0.84 1 100 110 160 0.78 3.4 0.27 1.7 1.1 3.84 15.4
B 4.86 0.84 1.14 136 250 150 0.32 11.1 0.57 1.5 1.3 0.52 2.03
C 2.2∗ 0.55 0.72 102 260 350 0.48 3.8 0.08 1.15 0.9 1.77 5.75
D 2.2 0.83 0.52 196 70 90 0.56 4.1 0.1 1.9 4.0 7 28.25
E 1.6 0.86 0.5 100 108 140 0.83 2.5 0.05 3.25 1.0 7.8 30.22
F 3.4 0.8 0.41 348 270 165 0.17 18.3 0.28 0.3 4.5 0.63 2.1
G 1.65 1.14 0.19 400 110 140 0.55 4.1 0.03 5.6 3.8 8.65 34.9
H 4.43 1 0.79 100 230 235 0.32 11.8 0.1 1.1 0.9 0.72 2.85
TABLE I. Summary of measured and inferred parameters of all fluxonium devices studied in this work. The quantities
EJ , EC , EL were obtained from spectroscopy fits; the qubit dispersive shift χ01 was calculated using data and formulas of
Ref [28]; the estimates of various loss mechanisms are discussed in Section III. ∗effective EJ
induced energy relaxation, reported in recent experi-
ments on flux qubits [15, 16]. Formally, the relaxation
rate is given by the familiar Fermi’s golden rule expres-
sion [41] where the spectral density of the bath is replaced
by that of the flux noise, which grows at low frequencies.
In the case of a fluxonium, the relaxation rate scales as
E2L ∼ 1/N2 (the square of the energy matrix element in
the Fermi’s golden rule). This gives a protection against
the suggested energy relaxation by a factor 102 − 104 in
comparison to flux qubits. Such a large protection fac-
tor may explain the qualitative difference between the T1
data vs qubit frequency reported in [15, 16] and that
shown in Fig. 3 here.
Out-of-equilibrium quasiparticles. A qubit can relax
by emitting a photon which is absorbed by an unpaired
quasiparticle tunneling across a junction [42, 43]. As-
suming that the T1 values in the Table 1 are limited by
the tunneling of out-of-equilibrium quasiparticles across
the chain junctions, we conclude that their normalized
density x can be as low as x < 10−8. Given the de-
vice dimensions, this number corresponds to less than
one quasiparticle in the entire chain.
According to theory, the tunneling across the weak
junction is coherently suppressed at φext = pi by the de-
structive electron-hole interference [44]. The interpreta-
tion of a previous fluxonium experiment in terms of this
effect [45] implied a two orders of magnitude difference
between the values of x for the weak junction and for
the chain junctions [46], which seems unlikely. In our ex-
periment, an estimate of the quasiparticles density near
the small junction can be obtained from the double-loop
C-device. There, the coherent suppression of tunneling
is absent even at the double sweet spot of both loops
because one of the two weak junctions is always away
from the pi-phase bias [28]. Yet, the measured relaxation
rate is similar to those of the single-loop devices. Its
value requires the absence of quasiparticles near the weak
junction, consistent with the above conclusion regarding
the absence of quasiparticles in the chains. We cautiously
speculate that vortices may be efficient at trapping quasi-
particles in our specific device geometry [47], although
more experiments are needed to test this hypothesis.
Out-of-equilibrium photons. Every qubit undergoing a
dispersive readout will experience dephasing due to the
photon shot noise if the readout mode is not properly
thermalized [48]. In this work we deliberately avoided
this issue by making the readout mode linewidth κ much
larger than the dispersive shift χ (Table 1). Of more
importance is the photon shot noise in the N − 1 collec-
tive modes of the Josephson chain [49]. Their frequencies
bunch near the junction’s plasma frequency, which in our
case is around 20 GHz. Because of the non-linearity of
the plasma modes, occupation of one such mode by a sin-
gle photon introduces a dispersive shift of about 0.1% of
the qubit frequency. This shift is much larger than the
qubit’s natural linewidth [50]. Hence, in order for the
qubit to have a coherence time T2, the average time for
the absence of an out-of-equilibrium photon excitation
in each mode must be longer than N × T2. Given num-
bers in Table 1, we estimate this time to be longer than
50 ms, which means that the chain is practically empty
of the out-of-equilibrium photons. The thermalization of
plasma modes in our chains is intriguing because the mi-
crowave environment at such high frequencies is poorly
characterized. Nevertheless, this behavior is consistent
with the absence of quasiparticles in the chains, reported
above.
Dielectric loss. Because our devices have capacitive
antennas, they are exposed to the surface loss simi-
larly to any other capacitively-shunted qubit. The re-
laxation time T1 grows upon reducing the qubit fre-
quency in agreement with a model of a nearly frequency-
independent loss tangent. To match the data at frequen-
cies below 1 GHz, a weak phenomenological frequency
dependence (tan δC ∝ ω,  ≈ 0.15 − 0.5 depending on
the qubit temperature) of the loss tangent is required.
However, because of the small value of , this effect does
not considerably influence our main conclusions. The
values of T1 at the sweet spot can be explained assuming
a narrow range of tan δC ≈ (2.0 − 3.6) × 10−6 taken at
the frequency of 6 GHz (Fig. 3). These numbers are con-
siderably higher than the effective surface loss tangent
reported for a number of transmon devices [51]. Such
a discrepancy is likely in part due to the sub-optimal
aluminum on silicon fabrication process chosen for the
present devices. Measurements in the transmon regime
7at φext = 0, indeed yield T1 ≈ 5 µs, which match to those
of similarly fabricated Al on Si transmons with similar in-
terface participation ratios [52]. Temporal fluctuations of
T1 in our devices may be consistent with the recent data
on the X-mon qubits, explained by the drifts in the value
of tan δC due to the dynamics of the weakly-coupled two-
level defects in the dielectric [53].
Dielectric loss in the chain junctions is another poten-
tially important decoherence mechanism. Assuming that
each junction’s capacitance has a non-zero loss tangent,
we can estimate its average value as tan δAlOx < 10
−4.
Note, that the large number of junctions in the chain
helps to reduce the relaxation rate proportionally to 1/N .
This is because the alternating voltage across the antenna
is divided by N for each junction of the chain. Our es-
timate on the loss tangent of AlOx is about an order
of magnitude smaller than the previously reported bulk
value of about 10−3 [54]. It is possible that the area of
each chain junction (about 1 µm2) is sufficiently low to
make encountering a strongly-coupled charge defect sta-
tistically unlikely. This effect can be explored in future
devices upon varying the junction area.
Inductive loss tangent. By analogy with the effective
dielectric loss tangent tan δC of the capacitance C we can
introduce a loss tangent tan δL = Im[L]/Re[L] for the in-
ductance circuit element. The convenience of this quan-
tity is that the quality factor Q of a resonator made out of
such a lossy inductance and a perfect capacitance is given
by Q = tan δ−1L . It is instructive to compare the two loss
tangents tan δL and tan δC which would lead to the same
value of T1. One can show that tan δL/ tan δC = ω
2LC.
For our fluxoniums, ω201LC ∼ 10−1 − 10−2, which places
a much more challenging requirement on the resonator
quality factor test of the inductive element compared to
the capacitive element. This is related to the fact that we
need an unusually low quasiparticle density in the chains,
x < 10−8, in order to explain the measured T1’s.
We conclude that the most likely explanation for the
measured T1 times in all devices is the surface loss in the
antenna. By fabricating these devices either on sapphire
(Al2O3) or on a properly surface-treated silicon, the T1
times can be further increased by at least a factor of
3, which is sufficient to explore the limits to coherence,
beyond the surface loss or flux noise, at the level of 1 ms.
IV. TOWARDS QUANTUM COMPUTING
WITH FLUXONIUMS
How can the high-coherence fluxonium qubits de-
scribed above interact strongly on demand and undergo
fast two-qubit gates? This question is especially rele-
vant, because fluxoniums achieve their superior coher-
ence largely due to the drastic reduction of the qubit
transition frequency. Here we outline how fluxoniums
can be integrated into all the existing schemes of scal-
able quantum computing.
A. Capacitive coupling
Viewing the fluxonium circuit as an “inductively-
shunted charge qubit”, one can understand the effect
of connecting two such devices by a mutual capacitance
CM using the charge qubits expressions. Assuming that
CM  C, the effective interaction term is given by
Hint = JMn1n2, where JM = 2EC × (CM/C) and n1,2
are the charge operators of the two devices. Given that
in our design EC ∼ 1 GHz, it is reasonable to count
on JM ∼ 100 − 200 MHz, which are large even by the
standards of conventional qubits.
B. Inductive coupling
Viewing the fluxonium circuit as a superconducting
loop with a weak link, two such devices can be coupled
extremely strongly by sharing one or several junctions be-
tween the two loops. Assuming that the fraction of the
shared junctions is m 1, one can show that the inter-
action term is given by Hint = JL(φ1/pi)(φ2/pi), where
JL = mpi
2EL and φ1,2 are the phase operators of the
two devices. Normalization of the phase operators by pi
is convenient because 〈0|φ1,2|1〉 ≈ pi at the sweet spot.
Therefore, even for a modest shared junction fraction
m = 0.1 (about 10-20 junctions), we get JM ≈ 0.5 GHz.
Note that such a value of exchange coupling is compara-
ble to the qubit frequency. In fact, by making m ∼ 1,
a molecular-type strong binding of two fluxoniums has
already been spectacularly demonstrated [34].
C. Dispersive cQED
Circuit quantum electrodynamics with fluxonium
qubits was described in [32]. The most useful strong dis-
persive regime of cQED corresponds to χ κ. Introduc-
ing the dimensionless photon creation (annihilation) op-
erator a†(a), the coupling term is Hint = gCni(a−a†) for
capacitive coupling and Hint = gLφ(a+ a
†) for inductive
coupling. Given the discussion of inductive and capaci-
tive coupling above, it is straightforward to achieve the
values gC/2pi, gL/2pi ≈ 100 MHz, typical of conventional
qubits [28, 35]. However, here the qubit frequency (typi-
cally 500 MHz) is far detuned from the photon frequency
(typically above 5 GHz). Nevertheless, the shifts χ can
be large because of the contributions of the transitions
connecting either state 0 or state 1 to one of the non-
computational states such that the transition frequency
is near the readout mode [32]. In fact, the dispersive shift
is non-zero even for a 〈0|φ, n|1〉 → 0 [28].
D. Flux-controlled gates
Since fluxonium’s spectrum can be tuned by flux it
is tempting to consider flux-controlled gate operations.
8Nanosecond-fast flux tuning requires a 2D cQED setup.
Although our experiment was performed in a 3D setup,
we used no features of the 3D that are likely to degrade
coherence when moving to 2D. For instance, the read-
out mode is implemented by a copper cavity with a low
loaded quality factor Q ∼ 500− 1000. The simplest gate
is the analog of the C-phase gate for transmons, rely-
ing on the repulsion of the two-qubit states 11 and 20 or
02 [55]. The states repulsion can be generated by a direct
capacitive or inductive connection of fluxoniums. In fact,
one may expect an enhancement of gate fidelity because
fluxoniums can maintain a relatively high coherence time
T2 ≈ 5 µs during the gate operation.
E. Fixed-frequency qubit gates
A recent proposal described a fast C-phase gate be-
tween two capacitively or inductively coupled fluxoniums
obtained by applying a pi-pulse to the transition 1− 2 of
the target qubit, whose frequency shifts depending on the
state of the control qubit [30]. In general, the quantum
state leakage during such gate operations was shown to
be remarkably low owing to the large anharmonicity of
the non-computational part of the spectrum. Although
microwave-activated gates still require static biasing of
qubits, their advantage is that they are compatible with
the 3D circuit QED architecture already demonstrated
in this work.
F. Quantum adiabatic optimization
A network of interconnected fluxoniums, after the pro-
jection to the computational subspace, can implement a
generic quantum spin-1/2 Hamiltonian:
H =
∑
i,j
hZi σZi + h
X
i σXi + J
XX
i,j σXiσXj . (2)
Here the field hZ is the qubit transition frequency at the
sweet spot, field hX is the detuning from the sweet spot,
and JXX is the nearest neighbor coupling constant. The
field hZ can also be tuned independently from hX by
replacing a single weak junction by a split junction, as it
was done in the C-device. Such a Hamiltonian is typically
implemented using the system of semi-classical SQUID
circuits to explore quantum annealing algorithms [56].
Our devices can provide a previously unavailable real-
ization of this model. (i) Owing to the extremely large
anharmonicity, ω12/ω01  1, a network of fluxoniums re-
mains in its computational subspace even in the presence
of multiple spin-flips, i.e. projecting to the computational
subspace remains valid. (ii) Second, even far away from
the sweet spot, we get T2 ∼ 5 µs, which translates into
the level broadening of about 30 kHz. This number in
principle allows resolving the many-body level spacing in
a system of 10 locally coupled spins. (iii) Finally, induc-
tive connection readily allows a local coupling to multi-
ple neighbors with the condition JXX ∼ hZ . The three
conditions are simultaneously required for exploring the
most intriguing scenarios of quantum many-body physics
of spin systems. Fluxoniums are therefore well positioned
for constructing the next generation of quantum anneal-
ers operating in a highly-coherent regime where quantum
speed up is expected from theory [5]
G. Optimal qubit frequency
It is interesting to discuss the choice of the optimal
qubit frequency as the design, in principle, allows to re-
duce it to an arbitrary low value. We believe that the
presented qubit frequency range around 500 MHz is cur-
rently the optimum for a number of reasons.
First concern is the finite temperature of the qubit. Al-
ready at 500 MHz, which translates to a temperature of
25 mK, a significant population of state 1 is expected. In
principle, this is not a problem for a quantum processor
as long as the energy relaxation time T1 is sufficiently
long. The qubits anyway need to be initialized with a
high-fidelity, which can be done most reliably with a fast
single-shot readout. However, it is convenient to be able
to characterize low-frequency devices without the need to
do so, and hence keeping the qubit frequency not far be-
low the temperature is advantageous. More importantly,
for ~ω  kBT , the relaxation time T1 must be rescaled
compared to its zero-temperature value due to the stim-
ulated emission factor T1 ≈ T1(T = 0) × (kBT/~ω + 1).
We remark that the stimulated emission due to a non-
zero temperature can substantially degrade the lifetime
of imperfectly-protected topological qubits operating at
a near zero transition frequencies. Another issue with
going too low in frequency is the narrowing of the sweet
spot, which would enhance the sensitivity of the system
to drifts in the flux bias.
From the technical viewpoint, the chosen frequency
range appears particularly convenient for scaling: there is
room to frequency-resolve neighboring qubits by spread-
ing them by a few hundred MHz; Rabi-driving with a
frequency up to 50 MHz can be applied even within the
3D circuit QED, which can provide 10 ns-fast single-qubit
pulses; cross-talks are in general expected to be reduced
at lower frequencies; last but not least, qubit pulses can
be done using cheaper digital electronics which can sig-
nificantly reduce the cost per channel.
V. SUMMARY
We presented a specific design of fluxonium qubits
which repeatedly yielded high coherence times, up to
T2 > 300 µs at the half-integer flux bias. Compared
to a typical flux qubit, the effect of the 1/f flux noise
is practically eliminated by the large loop inductance
9(L ∼ 102 nH) of the Josephson chain. Moreover, the
qubit transition frequency can still be flux-tuned by many
octaves while keeping the coherence time above a few
microseconds at an arbitrary flux bias, limited by the
first-order coupling to flux noise.
The presented fluxoniums are compatible with the
transmon-based scaling architectures, which require con-
necting the coupling antenna directly to the small junc-
tion. This connection comes at the price of energy re-
laxation induced by the surface loss in the antenna. The
surface loss was largely (but not completely) bypassed by
reducing the qubit frequency by a factor of about ten, to
a range around ω01/2pi ≈ 500 MHz. Because the spectral
density of the noise associated with the surface loss drops
rapidly with frequency, the relaxation time of our qubits
exceeded that of the best capacitively-shunted circuits
despite rather sub-optimal fabrication. By upgrading the
fabrication procedures to the state of the art, we expect
to extend the coherence time to the range T2 > 1 ms.
Importantly, the low qubit frequency does not prevent
fast gate operations or strong interactions in general.
This is because the spectrum of a typical fluxonium is
highly distinct from that of a weakly anharmonic oscilla-
tor and in fact it is reminiscent of atomic clocks. Transi-
tions to the non-computational subspace belong to a con-
ventional frequency and transition dipole range, which,
as we outlined in section IV, can be utilized for creating
fast flux- or microwave- activated quantum gates. More-
over, the inductive connection of fluxoniums via shared
junctions can make the exchange coupling comparable to
the qubit frequency without leaving the computational
subspace. These large exchange couplings combined with
the exceptional coherence times can be especially useful
for constructing coherent quantum annealers. The next
steps towards quantum computing with fluxoniums con-
sist of demonstrating the high coherence in combination
with a fast single-shot readout, a fast flux tuning, and a
high-fidelity two-qubit gates.
In closing, let us remark on our specific implementa-
tion of large inductances required by a fluxonium using a
Josephson chain. Following the viewpoint of minimizing
the number of junctions per qubit, one may be tempted to
replace the discrete chain by a patterned film of a highly-
disordered superconductor with a comparable kinetic in-
ductance. It is important to realize that the effective loss
tangent of the inductance must be in the 10−8 range in
order to reach the coherence times reported in this exper-
iment. Whether such a low loss can be reached with dirty
superconductors is an interesting question [57–61]. Our
specific Josephson tunnel junction chain design (Fig. 1b)
was primarily motivated by the maximal simplicity of
the qubit fabrication procedure: it takes place in a sin-
gle step and does not require high-contrast lithography.
The long coherence was made possible, in part, by the re-
markably good thermalization of both the quasiparticles
and the collective mode excitations in the chains. Un-
derstanding this effect in future experiments may have a
big impact on quantum circuit design. In the meantime,
our experiment demonstrated, for the first time, that a
qubit’s coherence time can be extended beyond the state
of the art by increasing circuit complexity.
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Appendix: Supplementary Information
1. Circuit QED
Qubit-cavity vacuum coupling coefficient g/2pi ≈
70MHz and cavity’s coupling to the readout κ/2pi ≈
15MHz are the same for A-F. G and H have different
antennae, resulting in g/2pi ≈ 40MHz.
2. Flux noise
An inherent decoherence source in solid state devices
is 1/f flux noise, found to originate from surface defects
on the substrate. Its associated spectral density,
SΦ(ω) = 2pi
A2
ω
, (A.1)
is found to affect superconducting flux qubit across more
than an order of magnitude in frequency [15]. Measure-
ments utilizing flux-sensitive devices found the noise am-
plitude to vary between 10−5 − 10−6Φo [15].
Away from the sweet spot, the qubit is sensitive to
first order flux noise and it dephases following a gaussian
function with rate
Γ =
∂ω
∂Φ
A
√
ln 2 (A.2)
Measurement of T2 away from sweetspot gives us the
noise amplitude A ≈ 1.8µΦo. The large shunting in-
ductance lowers the qubit’s first order sensitivity, and
we were able to achieve a few microseconds decoherence
times, despite the flux noise amplitude similar to values
reported previously.
As the flux is tuned to half-integer flux, the qubit’s first
order flux sensitivity goes to zero. However, the sec-
ond order sensitivity, ∂2ω/∂Φ2, reaches a local maxima,
giving rise to the concern that flux noise can still limit
qubit’s coherence. The relevant dephasing rate is [62]
ΓΦ2 =
∂2ω
∂Φ2
A2 (A.3)
Due to the low flux noise amplitude in our system, the
second order effect is small, resulting in an upper Tφ
limit > 10ms for all qubits.
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Another potential detriment coming from flux noise at
half integer fluxes is energy relaxation. The noise would
couple to the qubit via the persistent current Iˆp = Φˆ/L,
resulting in relaxation rate [16]
ΓΦij =
1
~2
1
L2
|〈j|Φˆ|i〉|2SΦ(ωij) (A.4)
Again, due to the large inductance of the chain the re-
laxation time due to flux noise, increases as L2. It would
be in the order of hundreds of milliseconds, thus would
not be a concern in fluxonium. This is quite remark-
able because typical flux-tunable qubits’ T1 are limited
at the low frequency sweet spot while fluxonium reaches
maximum T1 there.
3. Dielectric loss
Dielectric loss in fluxonium can be modeled as a lossy
shunting capacitor with admittance YC(ω)
Using Fermi’s golden rule [63], we can write the relax-
ation rate
Γ1(ω01) =
1
~
|〈0|Φˆ|1〉|2Sdiel(ω01), (A.5)
where the noise spectral density of a lossy capacitance is
Sdiel(ω01) = ~ωRe (YC(ω01))
(
coth
(
~ω01
2kBT
)
+ 1
)
,
(A.6)
with
Re(YC(ω)) =
ωC
Qdiel
. (A.7)
Here, C is the effective capacitance, experimentally de-
termined from EC = e
2/2C, and Qdiel = tan δ
−1
C is the
effective quality factor.
Besides the large antenna whose dielectric loss was
studied in details [51], fluxonium consists of a long chain
of Josephson junctions, which may contribute to T1 lim-
itation. There are two potential lossy effects from the
chain, which we estimate below.
The chain junction has large areas, 0.4µm×2µm in this
study, so the junction insulator may cause catastrophic
dissipation, especially since amorphous AlOx is known to
be lossy, with the loss tangent in the order or 10−3 [54].
However, from our measured relaxation time across sev-
eral qubits, the loss tangent from AlOx in the junctions
must have a much lower dielectric loss, as shown in table
1, with the associated loss tangent limit at 10−4.
The small spacing of the chain loop with N junctions
gives rise to a ground capacitance Cg, which collectively
contribute to the effective capacitance of the qubit with
Cchain = CgN/6. Nevertheless, even the longest chain
with 400 junctions results in Cchain about a hundred
times smaller than the effective capacitance of the whole
circuit, so the normalization is minimal. A study on
participation ratio of the dielectric loss coming from the
chain would reveal further information on this loss chan-
nel.
4. Inductive loss
Analogous to dielectric loss, we can prescribe a lossy
inductor L→ L(1 + tan δL) with admittance
Re(YL(ω)) =
tan δL
ωL
(A.8)
For the same relaxation time T1, the ratio between in-
ductive loss tangent and dielectric loss tangent would be
tan δL
tan δC
=
(~ω)2
8ECEL
, (A.9)
which is much smaller than unity.
5. Quasiparticles
Non-equilibrium quasiparticles have been shown to
limit qubit’s energy relaxation time T1 and coherence
time T2. At the fluxonium’s sweetspot, quasiparticle ef-
fect tunneling across the small junction is suppressed [45].
However, if there are quasiparticles in the chain, they
would still cause energy relaxation [44][46] with rate
Γ1(ω01) = |〈0| ϕˆ
2
|1〉|2 8EL
pi~
xqp
√
2∆
~ω01
(A.10)
Our measured T1 indicates that xqp is in the order of
10−8, corresponding to less than a single quasiparticle in
the entire chain. We emphasize that this is the high limit
for these quasiparticle, as we have yet observed any effect
from them.
6. Cavity temperature
The thermal dephasing rate due to hot cavity photons
follows [64]
Γth =
κtot
2
Re
√(1 + 2iχ
κtot
)2
+
8iχneffth
κtot
− 1
 . (A.11)
The number of cavity thermal photons must be very
high to limit the dephasing time to the order of a few
hundred microseconds.
Even if the dispersive shift is enhanced by a hundred
times to improve readout signal to noise, the low cavity
thermal photons number achieved in other labs with sim-
ilar cryogenic setup [15] would still result in more than a
millisecond dephasing time limit.
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